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Objectives and Overview

By the end of the workshop, participants should be 
able to:
 Explain why digital literacy and problem solving is 

important for adult learners
 Identify ways to support students’ digital access
 Adapt lesson ideas that improve student digital 

literacy and problem solving skills
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Introductions

3
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Padlet:  Introductions

 padlet.com/gastoneducational/Wyoming

 Type your name, your role in Adult Ed, and name of 
your program.

4

Think about your students …

 Estimate the percentage of your students who 
know the location of their library?  
 Estimate the percentage of your students who 

know that their library has computers available to 
use?  
 Estimate the percentage of your students who own 

a smartphone? 
 Estimate the percentage of your students who have 

broadband access and use a desktop or laptop  
computer at home? 

5

Icebreaker Activity

Can you name a famous person 
who was born on this day in history? 

6
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Icebreaker Activity

 How did you find your answer?
 What type of application is that?
 What browser did you use?
 What keywords or search terms did you use?
 On which website did you find your answer?
 How do you know that site is a valid source?
 When we asked you our initial question, how many of 

you sat there and thought, 'There is no possible way I 
can answer that'?

7

Digital Literacy and Problem Solving

Digital Literacy: the skills associated with 
using technology to enable users to find, 
evaluate, organize, create, and communicate 
information. 

(Museum and Library Services Act of 2010, cited in WIOA) 

Digital Literacy and Problem Solving

Problem Solving in 
Technology-Rich Environments: problem 
solving in a technology-rich environment 
means using digital technology, 
communication tools, and networks to 
acquire and evaluate information, 
communicate with others, and perform 
practical tasks. (OECD, 2012)
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Integrating Digital Literacy & Problem Solving into 
Instruction

 Writing 6: Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish 
writing and to interact and collaborate with others. 

 Writing 7: Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects based on 
focused questions, demonstrating understanding of the subject under 
investigation. 

 Writing 8: Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital 
sources, assess the credibility and accuracy of each source, and integrate the 
information while avoiding plagiarism. 

 Reading 7: Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and 
formats, including visually and quantitatively, as well as in words.

 Speaking and Listening 2: Integrate and evaluate information presented in 
diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally. 

 Speaking and Listening 5: Make strategic use of digital media and visual 
displays of data to express information and enhance understanding of 
presentations.

14

Importance of Digital Literacy Skills

 Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act
 See the Fact Sheet: Integrating Technology

 Research on opportunities by digital skill level
 Adults, Computers, and                                         

Problem Solving:                                                      
What’s the Problem?

 The #HomeworkGap

15
www.ChangetheEquation.org
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Importance of Access and Use to Skills

19OECD Skills Outlook 2013: First Results from the Survey of Adult Skills

Literacy & the Case for Access to Technology

20

Literacy is enhanced by 
digital literacy.

Digital literacy is 
improved by practice. 

Practice is enabled by 
digital access.

Juanfraan http://commons wikimedia org/w/index php?title=

Digital Literacy and Access Needs

21
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Survey Digital Literacy and Access Needs

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Da-
WrmI58n0ZDTYIGSZw9MftO_poOImn4OV8yFs1eK8/edit

Tinyurl.com/ovntxsv
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Digital Literacy Skill Assessment

 https://www.digitalliteracyassessment.org/
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Lesson Packet

24
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Assessment and Pre–Teaching 

https://www.jeopardyapp.com/play/digital-literacy-1

 Broadband
 Data plan 
 Hotspot
 Mobile Hotspot  
 Modem 

 Router 
 Wireless 
 Wi-Fi
 4G 
 GB (gigabyte)

25

Glossary
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Framework for the project‐based activities 

27

Introduction

Task

Process

Resources

Evaluation
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Lesson 1: Libraries as one solution to the digital 
access problem

28

Lesson 1: Finding Computers 

 How can you find out about computer and WiFi 
access at your library?
 How do you get to the library? 

29

Lesson 1: Finding Computers 

30
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Additional ideas

 Direct students find their library information via 
http://www.lib-web.org/united-states/public-
libraries/

 Instead of a search engine, have students use 
Everyone On. 

 Use the Google Street View Feature. 

31

Adapting Lesson 1: How would you do it?

32

What ways can language, math, and digital literacy 
skills be integrated into a lesson about using libraries? 

Listening to Learners

33

“Putting Students in the Driver’s Seat”
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Kathy’s Class

 Worked on critical thinking skills
 Used Google to search for library locations and bus 

routes
 Practiced googling for websites and discussed 

community resources, e.g., students looked up 
directions/bus routes 
 Students used websites and evaluated usefulness

34

Students:

Doug’s Class

 Completed a survey about digital resources.
 Were introduced to the library’s computer lab.
 Worked on the Northstar Digital Literacy Assessment.
 Explored library websites, library’s home page, found 

specific information.
 Used Google to look up another library near their 

home. Then calculated the distances and recorded 
directions.

35

Students:

Lesson 2: Public Awareness Campaign

36
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EveryoneOn.org/adulted 

 Prequalifies for the best deal in the local 
area:

 Students

 Teachers

 Programs

 Wireless internet service for as low as $10 
a month

 Refurbished tablets, laptops, desktops 
Let’s get more devices 
in students’ hands and 
households.

Everyone On

Everyoneon.org/AdultEd

Internet Offers
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Device Offers

Training Locations

Additional Lesson Ideas

 Have more advanced students use a search engine to find 
organizations or companies (possibly in your area) that offer low-
cost hardware and Internet. 

 Tap local resources to present in class, such as computer recyclers 
etc.  

 Ask students to review free training web sites and evaluate and 
select which one(s) they would like to promote at the school. 

 Solve another problem: Where is free Wi-Fi? Have students go to 
a hotspot locator such as Hotspot Haven.

 Solve another problem:  Compare hardware offers between two 
sites.

42
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One Teacher’s Experience

everyoneon.org/adulted 
 connects classroom with real 

life
 students solve real problems
 students get more 

independent 
 provides an immediate impact: 

life gets better with free or 
low-cost internet

 boosts confidence: students 
see that they can solve 
problems they have never 
dared to touch 

43

One Teacher’s Experience

44

 “I did not know I could have a very 
cheap internet. It was easy to get it. 
My teacher showed me the site, and  
because my children get free lunch at 
school, I could have internet for  $10 a 
month!  We are so happy!”

 Patricia Rodriguez

 I needed a computer for my daughter, 
but I did not know how to buy it. In 
class, my teacher showed us some 
information about computers and  
discounts for internet, and I 
understood everything. I did not 
choose the offers site, but I went to a 
different site and bought a computer 
for my daughter. I bought her  a 
Surface! I have never thought I could 
do it on my own!”

 Phlocia Romain

“Teacher, I need Internet and a computer to do               
my work in college and to look for a job. Can you help 
me, please?”

Junie Henry

Adapting Lesson 2

 Review and then 
discuss how you would
adapt Lesson 2 to your 
subject area, learners’ 
levels, needs, tech skills.
 Be ready to report back

to the whole group. 

45
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Next Steps

 What is one concept or lesson idea do you leave 
with?
 Are there ways in which you might adapt other 

aspects? 
 Will you proceed independently or get support 

from computer coordinator?
 Are there ideas for the program itself, such as bulk 

internet adoption using Everyone On?

46

Today’s Objectives:  Check‐in

47

• Explain why digital literacy and problem 
solving is important for adult learners

• Identify ways to support students’ digital 
access

• Adapt lesson ideas that improve student 
digital literacy and problem solving skills

Questions or Comments

48
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What is LINCS?
HTTPS://LINCS.ED.GOV 

49

What is LINCS?

50

How Can LINCS Help You?

 A Resource Collection containing high-quality, evidence-
based materials in 16 topic areas critical to the field

 A Learner Center that connects adult learners to free 
online resources to reach life goals

 An online Community of Practice where you can share 
and collaborate with your peers

 A Learning Portal where you can engage in self-paced and 
facilitated professional development courses

 A Professional Development Center that provides 
evidenced-based professional development activities

51
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New LINCS Quick Reference Guide  

Where do I Start?

52

Contact

Mary A. Gaston, Ed.D.
National LINCS Trainer
E-mail Address: gastoneducational@gmail.com

53

LINCS Website: http://lincs.ed.gov/

Don’t Miss a Beat; Connect with LINCS

 Join the Community: https://community.lincs.ed.gov

 Access the Learning Portal: http://lincs.ed.gov/courses

 Search the Resource Collection: 
http://lincs.ed.gov/collections

 Explore the Learner Center: https://learner.lincs.ed.gov/

 Follow the latest updates: @LINCS_ED

 Join our professional group: LINCS_ED  

 Watch webinar archives and more: LincsEd 
54
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LINCS Survey

Please complete 
the LINCS survey 
form.


